
CURSIVE HANDWRITING A LOST ART EDUCATION ESSAY

Handwriting is being described as a lost art, due to the introduction of technology in Americas school systems. On July
7, , MSNBCs, Pet.

Sound like a familiar debate at your school? It has opportunities such as greater usage of rich, multimedia
system content, the increasing use of online course taking to provide classes not usually available, the popular
availability of traveling with a laptop devices that can access the web, the widening role of public networking
tools for learning and professional development, and the growing interest in the energy of digital video games
for more customized learning Technology in Education. My child struggles with spelling; he often asks me
how to spell certain words. The printing press, he says, was referred to as disrupting the "almost spiritual
connection" between writer and webpage; the typewriter was considered "impersonal and loud" when
compared with the artwork of handwriting. Schrum, research was done back in , we are now in , I could non
happen new research demoing recent surveies as to the result of the benefits that American kids are having
from engineering being integrated into the schools. In the 21st century, teaching cursive writing is increasingly
becoming more of the exception than the rule. I found many forums and articles that argue that kids will non
be able to read the U. Forty years from now, when these grandparents have passed on, kids may want to look
back on these letters, and they should be able to read them properly. An article by Marion Wilm, an
occupational healer in Charlotte, North Carolina, she states that handwriting is a accomplishment that uses the
smallest musculuss in the manus that develop preciseness accomplishments 2. The remarks reference that
engineering was faster and easier to utilize, and that cursive script merely took excessively long to compose
down TweenTribune. It's true there are some very good reasons why we should brush up on our writing skills.
You will find more teachers and physicians who have conducted extensive research and found that cursive
handwriting should not be omitted from children's institution curriculums. I came across many forums and
articles that claim that children will never be able to browse the U. The of import portion is the capacities of
the motion of the custodies that develop believing and linguistic communication and besides, involvement and
the development of feeling of assurance in dept in the universe all together ; doing cursive handwriting a
critical necessity for the growing of the lovingness and capable person Tenner,. Technology has besides
become a manner of larning with minimum direction from a instructor ; it has replaced many books and made
information readily available through a push of a few buttons. What will go on when kids want to larn about
their ascendants and the lone paperss they find are written in cursive? Cursive reinforces the mantra that
learning should simply be for learningâ€”not just to pass a test. The first scratch of an HB pencil across the
fresh page of a new notebook. Truth of the matter is that no one is really doing anything about it. Cursive
writing has historically been the standard style when writing authorized checks for payment. Exactly what will
happens when children want to learn about their ancestors and the only documents they find are written in
cursive? These muscles will be the ones that help surgeons achieve their careers Wilm, 2. More information. If
this program were to be unveiled into America's university systems, what and exactly how would this be good
for children? But then I went on to become a journalist and spent countless hours learning yet another script
â€” shorthand. It bridges generations Children who never learn cursive could have trouble doing things like
deciphering a birthday note from Grandma or recognizing the words John Hancock signed his name under on
the Declaration of Independence. While technology is being promoted as beneficial to children, there has not
been considerable research or studies to back again the promises made. Not only will students miss out on a
part of history, they may very well miss out on reading important letters and cards from their grandparents or
great-grandparents, too. While some of these documents are readily available online in print form, not all of
them are. August 15, The Oxford comma debate has been settled, as least in one court of law. Students no
longer hold the demand to cognize how to spell, due to spell look into being available to practically every
proficient device holding the plan installed. In fact, perhaps it would be easier if I wrote my thank-yous in HB
pencil on exercise book pages â€¦ This article contains affiliate links, which means we may earn a small
commission if a reader clicks through and makes a purchase. But states like Tennessee , Louisiana and
California have fought back, making cursive a statewide standard. Most people abandon it anyway Even those
who learn cursive as children usually end up scrapping the practice as they get older. Today I barely lift a pen
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or a pencil to scribble a shopping list my iPhone notepad function is far easier , and as a result, when I do have
cause to abandon a keyboard in favour of a more old-fashioned tool, the result is at best sloppy, and more
often than not illegible.


